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1. General introduction 

The Manual for Trainers is a guidebook for the trainers of the chestnut producers and for 

the supporting organizations (like technical offices, Chambers of Agriculture, NGOs, etc.) 

that can use the EcoChestnut training course to provide further assistance to their 

members. It provides methodological instruction on how to conduct the EcoChestnut 

training course and how to interact with the chestnut producers (or any other interested 

trainees). It contains also a brief description of the content of the course and the materials 

that are needed, including a list of relevant textbooks that could be consulted for further 

learning. 

The main objectives of the Manual are:  

1) to provide the trainers and consultants with both the theory necessary to apply the 

EcoChestnut approach (fully developed in the EcoChestnut training course) and the 

step-by-step guidance to carry out activities in practice;  

2) to provide the methodological instruction on how to conduct the EcoChestnut course;  

3) to explain the process of validating the skills of learners who have taken the course 

on the EcoChesnut platform, or face to face. 

 

 

The Manual will guide the trainers and consultants through the multiple elements of 

EcoChestnut training course in a modular fashion. It allows them to use all the tools 

available or pick topics to integrate into an existing training approach. It contains 

instructions towards the training sections, chapters/axes and units (learning topics) 

included in the course. The trainers are free to add any material that is considered useful 

in his/her opinion and training approach. 

The Manual also has a specific section for the description of the project platform, namely 

what can be found on the platform in addition to the training materials; technical 

information of the platform and instructions on how to work with it. It also has special 

instructions on the interactive repository section that each trainee can use. So that the 

trainer will be better prepared to present the platform and all of its functionalities to the 

trainees and to potential stakeholders. 

The content of the EcoChestnut guidebook on the certification of organic chestnuts, and 

that of the handbook ‘Utilize the potential of the chestnut groves’, will also be of great use 
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for the trainer to have a more integrated and comprehensive view of the entire chestnut 

sector. 

The Manual is available in electronic version only, in English and all national languages of 

the partnership (ie: Bulgarian, French, Greek, Portuguese and Spanish). The Manual is 

specifically designed for the EcoChestnut course.  
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2. Blended learning model 

The learning methodologies are based on the blended learning model, which was 

developed in the intellectual output O1 (EcoChestnut learning model). 

Blended Learning (B-Leaning) is a flexible approach to design, develop and deliver a 

learning and teaching strategy. This model combines novel virtual and traditional face-to-

face learning, one feeding from the other. In blended courses, teaching can take place in 

the classroom, online or in both situations. The online element progressively becomes a 

natural extension of the traditional classroom learning process. Moreover, B-learning does 

not impose a fixed pedagogical framework but has the potential to support trainee-

centered approaches to learning on complex adaptative frameworks and using computer-

mediated activities.  

The Pedagogical Framework for EcoChestnut is eclectic. It means that different teaching 

methods are borrowed and adapted to suit the requirement of the trainees. The 

EcoChestnut project offers a flexible application process, depending on the needs and 

possibilities of each institution. In general, most of the course will be taught online (remote 

modality) to be the most accessible possible for everyone. The modules will be available at 

the online platform together with a final test for online assessment, but case-studies, 

debates or other activities will be developed online individually or in group. In this case of 

remote learning, the trainer will interact with the trainee through the forum and/or fixed 

tutorials via email or others to solve any doubt that may arise during the learning process 

of the trainee. The trainer is expected to encourage the interaction through the platform 

via forum (in the case of remote modality) or in the face-to-face sessions. However, there 

is also the possibility of adapting to a Flex Model combined with exceptional face-to-face 

sessions. This way, if some countries are capable and find necessary or enriching to have 

face-to-face learning seasons; whereas other find unnecessary or unfeasible to carry out 

this type of lessons, their model will be adapted to each situation and count with all support 

gathered in the Learning Model.  
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3. Working through the course 

For a good guidance of the course, the trainer must read and understand in depth the 

technical content of the EcoChestnut training course and create the conditions for the 

trainees to also do it. He/she should pay attention to the objective of each unit and guide 

the trainees through.  

Each learning topic contains case studies, activities and/or self-evaluation quizzes, which 

trainees must comprehend and undertake as part of their assessment. These exercises 

work as a continuous assessment and will allow the trainer to monitor the evolution of the 

learning process of each trainee from the beginning, being able to introduce corrective 

measures at any time.  
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4. Access to the digital platform 

4.1. Trainer enrolment 

The e-learning platform is open access. After registering with a simple procedure (See below: 

‘Learner enrolment’, any potential trainer is provided with a free access to the main part of the 

training.  

Trainers can use this material to develop their own training program, according to the specific needs 

or requests of their target groups of learners.  

In addition, EcoChestnut has a list of designated trainers (at least one per country of the project) 

which have access to the platform administration and can add, review, and comment on the 

available learning material in all the languages of the platform. For instance, they can add new 

activities, provide access to new articles or videos on a specific topic or in a specific language.  

Those trainers are listed in the home page of the learning platform.  

Trainers interested in taking part in this pool of EcoChestnut trainers can contact their national 

peers. EcoChesnut partners agreed on criteria for the appointment of a new trainer as EcoChestnut 

trainer (see part 6). Once appointed, the new EcoChestnut trainer will receive specific credentials, 

as well as a specific EcoChestnut trainers Guide (in PDF) with technical instruction to improve the 

learning material, add material, activities, quiz, etc. 

Part 7 of this Manual will provide trainers with additional information about the use of the platform. 

 

4.2. Learner enrolment 

The e-learning platform provides an open access course. Any producer or future producer 

interested by the Course can ask for registration. 

There are two ways to access the platform: 

● Directly from the website of the project (www.ecochesnut.eu/echochesnut 

course/), with the possibility to select the language version 

http://www.ecochesnut.eu/echochesnut
http://www.ecochesnut.eu/echochesnut
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● From their browser, going to www.medcenv.org/learn/course list/ and, then, 

selecting the language version of their choice from the drop down menu and the 

‘EcoChestnut’ course 

 

 

To register, the learners will only need to inform their name and email and confirm through 

email to get a password and be able to login.  

 

  

http://www.medcenv.org/learn/course
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5. EcoChestnut training course 

The EcoChestnut training course comprises four chapters composed of several subunits 

(learning topics), which provide a comprehensive coverage of the whole chestnut sector, 

from the agronomic issues to commercialization and marketing and also showing that 

organic chestnut farming is a driving force for rural development in several parts in Europe. 

 

 

5.1. Aim and objectives 

The training course has the main goal of training the chestnut producers in all the different 

phases of the farming of organic chestnuts from seeding to harvesting.  

The main subjects in which the participants are going to be trained are the following: 

a) How to produce organic chestnuts? 

This point is focused on the production process including the growing of the chestnut tree, 

harvesting of the chestnuts and all processes in-between. The section describes the 

technical specifications for organic chestnuts’ farming as well as all requirements for the 

production of the chestnuts. 

b) How to market organic chestnuts?  

c) How organic chestnut farming can be a driving force for activity diversification and rural 

development 

 

This point is focused on promotion of the product. It provides training in marketing and 

promotional approaches in order to introduce the organic chestnut to the market.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.2. Course overview 

Table 1 shows the chapters, topics. 
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Table 1. Course schedule 

Chapter/Axis Topics 

 

 

1. How to produce 
organic chestnuts 

1.1. Planting and grafting 

1.2. Fertilization and management of the agricultural soils 

1.3. Trees pruning and conduction of the plant 

1.4. Irrigation of an organic chestnut plantation 

1.5. From harvesting to storage 

1.6. Methods of Products processing with organic certification 

2. Biological and 
biodynamic 
treatments in 
chestnut farming 

2.1. Weed management and control 

2.2. Protective measures against pests and diseases 

2.3. Biodynamic principles applied to disease prevention fortification 
for cure 

 

 

3. Commercialization 
and marketing in 
chestnut farming 

3.1. Principles and tools for marketing in the organic sector 

3.2. Marketing strategy 

3.3. Essentials of today’s marketing: Tools of digital marketing 

3.4. Essentials of today’s marketing: Social media, Fairs and 
Networking 

3.5. Elements of economic analysis on the profitability of organic 
production. Business plan of an “Eco-chestnut farm” 

3.6. Quality management in organic chestnut production 

4. Organic chestnut 
farming, a driving 
force for rural 
development in 
Europe 

4.1. Tangible and intangible heritage of European chestnut farming 

4.2. Organic production of chestnuts, factor of tourist attractiveness 
for a territory 

4.3. Organic chestnut farming: a driving force for rural development 
in Europe 

4.4. Organic chestnut farming, a vector of social cohesion 

 

 

 

5.3. The ECOCHESTNUT Course Topic Descriptions 

The EcoChestnut training course was arranged in four chapters or axes, each one 

subdivided into several learning models. In the first chapter trainers and trainees can learn 

on how to produce organic chestnuts. In the second the possibilities for biological and 

biodynamic treatments in chestnut farming are presented. In the third chapter the 

problems of commercialization and marketing in the chestnut sector are addressed and in 

the fourth chapter the organic production of chestnuts is presented as a driving force for 

rural development in Europe. 
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5.3.1. Chapter 1: How to produce organic chestnuts? 

This point will focus on the production, including the growing of the chestnut tree, 

harvesting of the chestnuts and all the interim processes. The section will describe the 

technical specifications of the organic chestnuts’ farming as well as all requirements for the 

chestnut farming. It appears divided in the following six topics: 

 

ECOCHESTNUT Course topic 1.1 

Title Planting and grafting 

EcoChestnut Content 
focus 

This module entails the fundamental knowledge necessary regarding 
planting and grafting of chestnuts. When it comes to planting, it 
addresses how certain basic characteristics should be fully 
understood in order to maximize production and safety. In regard to 
grafting, the module goes in-depth into not only the importance of 
grafting but also what are the most popular types of grafting and how 
they can be properly executed. The module also touches upon an 
interesting method of establishment successive orchards. 

Learning outcomes and 
objectives  

Understand the benefits and disadvantages of grafting 

Understand the requirements of different types of chestnut orchards 

Be able to analyze a potential chestnut orchard site to decide if and 
if so, which type of chestnut orchard can be established here 

Be able to graft chestnuts 

Explain to other chestnut farmers how different factors influence the 
chestnut orchard establishment 

Explain to others the benefits of grafting chestnut trees as well as the 
benefits of growing seedling chestnut trees 

Duration (in hours) Total duration: 3.5 hours 

Lessons/learning: 2.0 hours 

Activities: 1.5 hours 

Material Resources Video about syntropic agriculture which is the inspiration of the 
successional chestnut orchard establishment. The principle of using 
pioneer species is explained in detail. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gSPNRu4ZPvE  

Mark Shepard’s book ‘Restoration Agriculture’ to broaden your 
knowledge about genetic selection. 

Video about grafting chestnuts (in French). English subtitles can be 
generated and even without audio/text, the video clearly shows an 
example of grafting (but a different technique than the ones 
described in this module). Available at: 
http://ecomanagement.eu/index.php/en/project-gallery/films/124-
greffage-du-chataignier 
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ECOCHESTNUT Course topic 1.2 

Title Fertilization and management of the agricultural soils 

EcoChestnut Content 
focus 

The module addresses the nutrients that are of critical importance to 
plants) before explaining if and how these nutrients can be available. 
The module then addresses the role of fertilizers and their use and 
how they should be better employed, before going in-depth about 
applying all of this knowledge to chestnuts specifically. 

Learning outcomes and 
objectives 

Understand the principles of plant nutrition of higher plants and the 
essentiality of nutrients 

Be able to recognize the need for fertilizer application 

Interpret the results of tools used to diagnose soil fertility and tree 
nutritional status 

Be able to recognize specific nutritional requirements of chestnut 

Be able to implement a soil fertility management system for organic 
chestnut 

Evaluate the nutritional balance of an agro-system and the potential 
need for fertilizer application 

Interpret the results of soil testing and plant analysis 

Prepare a fertilization program from the results of soil testing and 
plant analysis 

List the priority actions to manage soil fertility in a given crop and 
environment 

Prepare a fertilization program for chestnut organically managed 

 

Duration (in hours) Total duration: 3.0 hours: 

Lessons/learning: 1.0 hour 

Activities: 2.0 hours 

Material Resources Book on Chestnut tree (in Portuguese and 
Spanish)https://frontur.es/wp-
content/uploads/2021/01/manual_boas_practicas_castanheiro_cast
ano.pdf 

Video on Chestnut tree https://youtu.be/PdM8f6Rztn8 

Video on Chestnut tree https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCJ-
QTgBiZVtAoZ_IZabua7g 

 

  

https://frontur.es/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/manual_boas_practicas_castanheiro_castano.pdf
https://frontur.es/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/manual_boas_practicas_castanheiro_castano.pdf
https://frontur.es/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/manual_boas_practicas_castanheiro_castano.pdf
https://youtu.be/PdM8f6Rztn8
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCJ-QTgBiZVtAoZ_IZabua7g
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCJ-QTgBiZVtAoZ_IZabua7g
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ECOCHESTNUT Course topic 1.3 

Title Trees pruning and conduction of the plant 

EcoChestnut Content 
focus 

Pruning is explained in the utmost detail, addressing the reasons for 
its importance and why it is a factor that must not be neglected, 
before showing the methods of pruning that are best suited for the 
case of chestnut farming. These methods in question are explained 
with particular care for technical and timely detail. Finally, the very 
tools with which pruning should be made are also examined and 
addressed. 

Learning outcomes and 
objectives 

Define pruning need 

Pruning techniques 

Suitable tools 

Use of pruning tools 

Ability to transfer theoretical knowledge to the application of 
methods of watering, pruning, processing 

Duration (in hours) Total duration: 3.5 hours: 

Lessons/learning: 2.0 hour 

Activities: 1.5 hours 

Material Resources Roberto TOMASONE, Carla CEDROLA, Mauro PAGANO, Andrea 
ACAMPORA, Enrico SANTANGELO (2019) Mechanized management 
of Pruning residues in Sweet Chestnut Orchards, AGROFOR 
International Journal, Vol. 4, Issue No. 1. 

Michigan State University - Chestnut pruning 
https://www.canr.msu.edu/chestnuts/horticultural_care/pruning 

Videos on pruning in Melivia (Greece) 

https://youtu.be/FjoZYxIhhGk (pruning)  

https://youtu.be/G34BeeYiVxc (pruning)  

https://youtu.be/oQCrYXZCEHc (pruning of young chestnut trees)  

https://youtu.be/2B0IFJ2ZoUs (Corrective pruning) 

 

  

https://youtu.be/FjoZYxIhhGk
https://youtu.be/G34BeeYiVxc
https://youtu.be/oQCrYXZCEHc
https://youtu.be/2B0IFJ2ZoUs
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ECOCHESTNUT Course topic 1.4 

Title Irrigation of an organic chestnut plantation 

EcoChestnut Content 
focus 

The clear importance of proper irrigation for chestnut cultivation is 
established, yet more importantly, the ways for how to achieve this 
are explained, seeing as the due manner of irrigating a crop will 
inevitably change given certain characteristics like the type of soil. 
Not enough irrigation or too much irrigation can have disastrous 
effects on plantations, and so the most popular methods are 
explained thoroughly and very carefully in this module, detailing now 
just the manner with which the plants are irrigated but also the 
necessary equipment and consumption of other resources (such as 
labor, time and cost). 

 

Learning outcomes and 
objectives 

Defining watering needs according to the age of the tree and the 
ground 

Know the types of irrigation systems 

Problems from watering 

The use of irrigation systems 

The selection of the appropriate system 

Irrigation program 

Ability to transfer theoretical knowledge to the application of 
methods of watering, pruning, processing 

 

Duration (in hours) Total duration: 3.5 hours 

Lessons/learning: 2.0 hours   

Activities: 1.5 hours 

Material Resources Chestnut Grower Guide, book, Chapter 4.9 - Irrigation 
(washingtonchestnut.com). 
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ECOCHESTNUT Course topic 1.5 

Title From harvesting to storage 

EcoChestnut Content 
focus 

This module addresses the stages immediately after the maintenance 
of chestnut cultivation. Firstly, it explains how the harvesting process 
must be properly made. It follows up by showing the importance of 
properly packaging the chestnuts and revealing the different types of 
packaging. Afterwards, the transportation is addressed, explaining 
the concept of the three Cs and examining the types of transportation 
available. Finally, different types of storage are also addressed. 

 

Learning outcomes and 
objectives 

Know the main legislation applicable to organic chestnut production 
from harvest to storage 

Understand the factors that can affect the harvesting, transport and 
storage processes  

Be able to recognize the advantages and disadvantages of the 
different types of harvesting and storage techniques 

Be able to recognize specific precautions regarding transport 

Know the main packaging options and new trends 

Awareness analysis of potential factors that could affect chestnuts 
during these processes  

Prepare a transport and storage design for the successful production 
of chestnuts  

List the priority actions to manage harvesting according to an organic 
production model 

 

Duration (in hours) Total duration: 3.0 hours 

Lessons/learning: 2.0 hours   

Activities: 1.0 hours Global duration 3 h 

Material Resources Example of business of chestnut cultivate process  

1.(https://www.arfrusa.com/en/process_en/ ) 

2.(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nq5-WwJXks8 ) 

1. Ν. Tzortzakis and Ι. Metzidakis, "Determination of Heat Stress and 
Ultra Low Oxygen in Chestnut Storage under Control and Modified 
Atmospheres," Food and Nutrition Sciences, Vol. 3 No. 3, 2012, pp. 
387-393. doi: 10.4236/fns.2012.33055. 

2. Ronglin, L. (2000). Studying and Practice of Chinese Chestnut 
Storage. Journal of Anhui Agricultural Sciences, 28(6), 811-812. 

 

  

https://www.arfrusa.com/en/process_en/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nq5-WwJXks8
http://dx.doi.org/10.4236/fns.2012.33055
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ECOCHESTNUT Course topic 1.6 

Title Methods of Products processing with organic certification 

EcoChestnut Content 
focus 

This module details the importance of chestnut processing and what 
exactly differentiates raw chestnuts from processed chestnuts. The 
methods of industrial forms in which chestnuts are available are then 
shown, namely, frozen chestnuts, sterilized in aluminium bags, 
tinned, stored in flasks and dried. The different types of methods of 
maintenance are then covered, with broulage and steam peeling 
included. Finally, the most popular processed chestnut products are 
explained, such as chestnut flour and chestnut cream, along other 
types. 

 

Learning outcomes and 
objectives 

Knowledge of storage methods (industrial processing) 

Knowledge of the products produced by the processing of chestnut 

HEALTH EFFECTS: in humans  

Demonstration of storage methods 

Analysis of products from chestnut processing 

Ability to transfer theoretical knowledge to the application of 
methods of watering, pruning, processing 

 

Duration (in hours) Total duration: 3.5 hours 

Lessons/learning: 2.0 hours   

Activities: 1.5 hours 

Material Resources Bounous G., 2005, THE CHESTNUT: A MULTIPURPOSE RESOURCE FOR 
THE NEW MILLENNIUM, Acta horticulturae,  III International Chestnut 
Congress. 

https://youtu.be/i2x36Vpyav4 

https://youtu.be/pljFgC3DID8 

https://youtu.be/_IDSX4dmEes 

https://youtu.be/BQqIjK_mzdI 

https://youtu.be/PpiNmHjwQfE 

https://youtu.be/3fpExR1NwQg marron glace (in Spannish) 

 

 

  

https://www.actahort.org/books/693/index.htm
https://www.actahort.org/books/693/index.htm
https://youtu.be/pljFgC3DID8
https://youtu.be/_IDSX4dmEes
https://youtu.be/BQqIjK_mzdI
https://youtu.be/PpiNmHjwQfE
https://youtu.be/3fpExR1NwQg
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5.3.2. Chapter 2: Biological and biodynamic treatments in chestnut farming 

This axis will focus on the main methods, techniques and prevention/treatment tools for 

the protection of chestnut plantations. 

 

ECOCHESTNUT Course topic 2.1 

Title Weed management and control 

EcoChestnut Content 
focus 

This module explains what ‘weeds’ are and how they pose a problem. 
It goes on to explain why soil tillage should be a discouraged practice, 
before addressing the important topics of soil conservation. The 
module then expands on the topic of weeds and their role in 
biodiversity, before addressing the usage of herbicides. The concept 
of mulching is also examined on the same topic, as well as thermal 
methods. Finally, the module addresses regular mowing and cover 
cropping. 

Learning outcomes and 
objectives 

Be able to recognize the competitive effect of weeds but also their 
multiple benefits to the agro system. 

Be able to select the ground management system most adequate for 
a given agro-environmental context. 

Be able to understand what supplemental requirements a soil 
management system must meet to be used in organic farming. 

Evaluate when a weeding level is detrimental to the tree or beneficial 
to the agro-system 

Construct a plan for weed control Perform in the right conditions the 
installation of a sown cover crop 

Duration (in hours) Total duration: 3.0 hours 

Lessons/learning: 1.0 hours   

Activities: 2.0 hours 

Material Resources Book on Chestnut tree (in Portuguese and Spanish) 
https://frontur.es/wp-
content/uploads/2021/01/manual_boas_practicas_castanheiro_cast
ano.pdf 

Video on Chestnut tree https://youtu.be/PdM8f6Rztn8 

Video on Chestnut tree https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCJ-
QTgBiZVtAoZ_IZabua7g 

Rodrigues, M.A., Arrobas, M. 2020. Cover cropping for increasing fruit 
production and farming sustainability. In: Srivastava, A.K., Hu, C. (Eds), 
Fruit Crops: Diagnosis and Management of Nutrient Constraints. 
Elsevier, Amsterdam, The Netherlands. pp, 279-295. 

Rodrigues, M.A., Raimundo, S., Arrobas, M. 2019. Cover Cropping in 
Rainfed Fruticulture. World J Agri & Soil Sci. 1(3): 
WJASS.MS.ID.000511. 

 

  

https://frontur.es/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/manual_boas_practicas_castanheiro_castano.pdf
https://frontur.es/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/manual_boas_practicas_castanheiro_castano.pdf
https://frontur.es/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/manual_boas_practicas_castanheiro_castano.pdf
https://youtu.be/PdM8f6Rztn8
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCJ-QTgBiZVtAoZ_IZabua7g
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCJ-QTgBiZVtAoZ_IZabua7g
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ECOCHESTNUT Course topic 2.2 

Title Protection against pests and diseases 

EcoChestnut Content 
focus 

The dangerous but very real problem of the current plagues affecting 
European chestnuts is introduced in this module, explaining the 
drastic consequences that these have. It goes on to name these types 
of plagues specifically, dividing them in two specific sections. For each 
type of pest or pathogen, the module explains not only the 
background (historically, why the plague in question came to be), 
what it is and why it produces its harmful effects, but also the 
conditions in which it thrives and, of course, the best approaches the 
farmer should take in order to best prevent/minimize the plague and 
its impact. 

 

Learning outcomes and 
objectives 

The impact of the major pathogens and pests on Europe’s chestnut 
sector. 

The interconnectivity between different pests and pathogens 

Understand how to implement different soil management techniques 
to prevent chestnut ink disease. 

Understand the biological control techniques of the chestnut gall 
wasp and chestnut blight 

Transfer knowledge of the control of the major pathogens and pests 
to colleagues 

 

Duration (in hours) Total duration: 3.0 hours 

Lessons/learning: 2.0 hours 

Activities: 1.0 h 

Material Resources Video about the different enemies of the chestnut. Only in French: 
https://www.canal-
u.tv/video/canal_uved/6_les_ennemis_du_chataignier.33033 

 

  

https://www.canal-u.tv/video/canal_uved/6_les_ennemis_du_chataignier.33033
https://www.canal-u.tv/video/canal_uved/6_les_ennemis_du_chataignier.33033
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ECOCHESTNUT Course Topic 2.3 

Title Biodynamic principles applied to disease prevention: prevention 
and fortification for cure 

EcoChestnut Content 
focus 

Biodynamic Agriculture (BDA) is an agricultural approach based on 
Rudolf Steiner’s ideas published in a book, and this module not only 
establishes the significance of the concept, how and why it exists, but 
also goes in-depth about the differences between BDA and organic 
farming, as well as the world distribution of BDA farms. The three 
main principles of BDA are then explained in detail. 

Learning outcomes and 
objectives 

Understand the difference between organic and biodynamic practices 

Understand the objective and purpose of biodynamics 

Know prevention techniques of diseases and pests 

Be able to recognize the advantages of the prevention and 
fortification 

Know the main requirements for a healthy tree and the prevention of 
diseases 

Analysis skills of the potentiality and drawbacks of biodynamic 
agriculture 

Apply specific plant care measures for the prevention of diseases  

Evaluate the benefit of biodynamics applications. 

Prepare a prevention program for the healthy growth of chestnut 
trees  

List the priority actions to manage disease prevention 

Duration (in hours) Total duration: 3.0 hours 

Lessons/learning: 2.0 hours 

Activities: 1.0 h  

Material Resources https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yyO9SyeO4ww 

https://www.slideshare.net/aksharpreetpharmacy/biodynamic-
agriculture-organic-farming-biopestisides-by-pooja-khanpara 

https://www.biodynamics.com/ 

https://wn.rsarchive.org/Lectures/GA327/English/BDA1958/Ag1958
_index.html 

https://www.demeter-usa.org/learn-more/biodynamic-farm-
standard.asp 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yyO9SyeO4ww
https://www.slideshare.net/aksharpreetpharmacy/biodynamic-agriculture-organic-farming-biopestisides-by-pooja-khanpara
https://www.slideshare.net/aksharpreetpharmacy/biodynamic-agriculture-organic-farming-biopestisides-by-pooja-khanpara
https://www.biodynamics.com/
https://wn.rsarchive.org/Lectures/GA327/English/BDA1958/Ag1958_index.html
https://wn.rsarchive.org/Lectures/GA327/English/BDA1958/Ag1958_index.html
https://www.demeter-usa.org/learn-more/biodynamic-farm-standard.asp
https://www.demeter-usa.org/learn-more/biodynamic-farm-standard.asp
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5.3.3. Chapter 3: Commercialization and marketing in chestnut farming 

This topic will focus on product promotion. It will provide training on the marketing and 

promotional approaches that should be applied in order to bring organic chestnuts to the 

market.  

 

ECOCHESTNUT Course topic 3.1 

Title Principles and tools for marketing in the organic sector 

EcoChestnut Content 
focus 

The essential information about marketing is explained, before two 
strategies are introduced: the 4P Marketing Strategy and the 
extended marketing mix. Both of these strategies are addressed in a 
way that would fit organic products. It is then explained how to use 
these mixes to their utmost potential in order to maximize sales and 
profits. Finally, the module also explains the importance of labelling 
and gives simple and easy tips. 

Learning outcomes and 
objectives 

The main principles of 4Ps marketing mix 

The main principles of 7Ps marketing mix 

Main principles of labelling 

About direct sales strategies 

How to apply the main principles of the 4Ps marketing mix 

How to apply the extended 7Ps marketing mix 

How to work and/or design their labels 

To perform proactivity and marketing campaigns for sustainable 
positioning on the market. 

Duration (in hours) Total duration: 5.0 hours 

Lessons/learning: 2.0 hours 

Activities: 3.0 hours 

Material Resources Readings: 

Summary Principles of Marketing (Kotler)  

8 Guiding Principles for Today’s Product Marketer 

10 Principles of Modern Marketing 

Marketing Mix: The 4Ps Of Marketing For Businesses 

Videos 

Marketing Strategy – The Power of Contrast [Micro-Learning Format] 
– YouTube clip 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xoeYNI82Sz8&feature=emb_lo
go) 

Marketing 101, understanding marketing basics, and fundamentals – 
YouTube clip (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A2t-yhFaUC0) 

Principles of Marketing - Segmentation, Targeting and Positioning – 
YouTube clip (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jBa108ybzmg) 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xoeYNI82Sz8&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xoeYNI82Sz8&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A2t-yhFaUC0
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ECOCHESTNUT Course topic 3.2 

Title Marketing strategy 

EcoChestnut Content 
focus 

Targeted marketing is introduced and elaborated for chestnut or 
chestnut products, with the proper strategies given. It is also 
explained why targeted marketing is important, and what the 3 target 
market strategies are. The module then explains how exactly to 
introduce the product to the market, making use of direct strategies. 
A similar approach follows for expanding the existing market share, 
and the concept of marketing niche follows. Finally, brand marketing 
is introduced, a powerful marketing tool. 

Learning outcomes and 
objectives 

Define basic marketing terms, necessary to know in order to apply 
marketing approaches and strategies. 

Describe what target group is and targeted marketing and recognize 
their importance for fostering sales. 

Define market share and underline its significance. 

Be able to recognize a niche market. 

State what is brand marketing and why it is important 

Construct a marketing strategy. 

Conduct a plan to increase market share. 

Apply the learned information to successfully market organic & 
natural foods. 

Demonstrate strategies to build a powerful brand 

Duration (in hours) Total duration: 5.0 hours: 

Lessons/learning: 2.0 hour 

Activities: 3.0 hours  

Material Resources Marketing Organic Products - How companies are successfully 
marketing organic products (web article) 

Proven and Tested Strategies to Market Your Organic Food Business 
(web article) 

Targeted marketing: Who Buys Organic Food: Different Types of 
Consumers (web article)  

Marketing in the Organic Food Industry (YouTube video)  

Plan For Marketing Your Organic Products Webinar (YouTube video) 

The Difference Between Marketing and Branding? (YouTube video) 

Digital Marketing for the Organic Products Industry (web article) 
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ECOCHESTNUT Course topic 3.3 

Title Essentials of today’s marketing: Tools of digital marketing 

EcoChestnut Content 
focus 

The topic of digital marketing is thoroughly examined in this module. 
The strategies for digital marketing are further fleshed out 
afterwards, revealing key concepts and key mindsets to maximize its 
potential. Several more hints for achieving the full potential of digital 
marketing are given in their own section. Digital marketing is then 
adapted to fit organic foods as the target. 

Learning outcomes and 
objectives 

For the main elements of the digital marketing 

For the variety of digital marketing tools;  

How to prepare a digital marketing strategy for an organic products/ 
chestnuts 

Digital marketing skills in a cross-cultural and demanding 
environment; 

Sales and Marketing skills - to enhance the collaboration via 
application of digital marketing tools. 

How to follow fundamental digital marketing principles to expand 
their market share. 

Better online positioning via communication tools usage. 

Duration (in hours) Total duration: 4.0 hours: 

Lessons/learning: 2.0 hour 

Activities: 2.0 hours 

Material Resources Back to Basics: 5 Internet Marketing Essentials Your Business Needs 
to Succeed Online (online publication) - link 

E-Marketing Strategies for Organic Food Products (scientific article) - 
link 

Social Media Marketing Strategies in the Organic Food Industry 
(scientific article) - link  

Digital Marketing fundamentals (e-guide) - link 

What is digital marketing and digital marketing strategy? (online 
publication) - link 

 

  

https://amrutservices.com/back-to-basics-5-internet-marketing-essentials-your-business-needs-to-succeed-online
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/332832989_E-Marketing_Strategies_for_Organic_Food_Products
https://scholar.dominican.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1102&context=senior-theses
https://1pv57y19amp03swi0vv0cspe-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/Intellitonic_DigitalMarketing_eBook-1.pdf
https://www.equinetacademy.com/what-is-digital-marketing/
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ECOCHESTNUT Course topic 3.4 

Title Essentials of today’s marketing: Social media, Fairs and Networking 

EcoChestnut Content 
focus 

This module goes in-depth regarding social media marketing, 
positioning and networking. The use of fairs and events is also 
addressed in-depth, explaining why these events have an added 
importance. Finally, the tool of Networking is examined. 

Learning outcomes and 
objectives 

For the main elements of the social media marketing 

How to apply good practices for sales and networking; 

How to prepare a social marketing strategy for an organic products/ 
chestnuts 

Social media marketing skills in a cross-cultural and demanding 
environment; 

Awareness & Skills for better networking; 

Sales and Marketing skills - to enhance the collaboration via 
participation in events/fairs. 

How to follow fundamental social media marketing principles to 
promote their brand. 

To perform proactivity for participation and sustainable positioning 
on various events & through networking activities. 

Duration (in hours) Total duration: 4.0 hours: 

Lessons/learning: 2.0 hour 

Activities: 2.0 hours 

Material Resources Role of Social Media Marketing in Business, David Wicks, (web article) 

The Importance Of Social Media Marketing, (web article) 

The Guide to Social Media Marketing For Businesses, Lisa d. Jenkins, 
(web article) 

4 Ways to Successful Networking as a Marketing Strategy, Ann 
Evanston, (web article) 

The Network Marketing Business Model: Is it Right for You?, Lahle 
Wolfe, (web article)  

9 steps to revitalize your tradeshow marketing strategy, Tim Asimos, 
(web article) 

Everything You Need To Know About Trade Show Marketing, (web 
article) 
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ECOCHESTNUT Course topic 3.5 

Title Elements of economic analysis on the profitability of organic 
production. Business plan of an “Eco-chestnut farm” 

EcoChestnut Content 
focus 

This module thoroughly examines two types of markets that might be 
most useful and helpful to the reader, namely, the fresh chestnut 
market and the processed chestnut market, examining the statistics 
of how sought after these markets are and in what regions, and 
specifically what kind of products are most wanted. The data of prices 
in Europe are also examined, as are the main expenses in terms of all 
different kinds of costs, such as operating costs, labour costs and 
many others, before establishing a comparison between farms 
following an organic and a conventional model. It is then provided a 
business plan, detailing a business model canvas, and detailing key 
concepts such as customer segments, distribution channels and 
revenue streams. The profitability of an organic farm and the many 
factors that influence it are also presented. 

Learning outcomes and 
objectives 

Understand the main limitations to profitable organic chestnut 
production. 

Understand how organic chestnut production can be made profitable 
with the use of a few tricks and treatments. 

Understand why organic agriculture and conventional agriculture 
have different profitability margins. 

Be capable of implementing specific strategies on your farm to get 
higher prices for your organic chestnut(s) (products). 

Be able to use the canvas business model to design an economically 
profitable chestnut farm. 

Be capable of educating other chestnut farmers about how to make 
a chestnut farm profitable. 

Duration (in hours) Total duration: 5.0 hours: 

Lessons/learning: 2.0 hours 

Activities: 3.0 hours 

Material Resources The Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) at a glance. Introduction to 
how Europe’s agricultural subsidy system is organised. Helps 
understand new organic chestnut farmers how much money their 
chestnut farm gets and which measures can be taken to increase this. 
https://ec.europa.eu/info/food-farming-fisheries/key-
policies/common-agricultural-policy/cap-glance_en  

Strategyzer: The Business Model Canvas. Available at: 
https://www.strategyzer.com/canvas/business-model-canvas 

 

  

https://ec.europa.eu/info/food-farming-fisheries/key-policies/common-agricultural-policy/cap-glance_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/food-farming-fisheries/key-policies/common-agricultural-policy/cap-glance_en
https://www.strategyzer.com/canvas/business-model-canvas
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ECOCHESTNUT Course topic 3.6 

Title Quality management in organic chestnut production 

EcoChestnut Content 
focus 

This module focuses on quality management and control in organic 
chestnut production, and as such it begins by providing background 
information regarding the quality approach in agriculture, detailing 
the important certification system that exists in the EU as well as the 
several certification bodies that exist for this purpose. Following this, 
the module explains the main stages of quality control in the specific 
sector and details exactly what each stage consists of and how they 
should be addressed in order to minimize any loss of quality in the 
chestnuts. 

Learning outcomes and 
objectives 

Understand how Europe’s accreditation system is organized. 

Understand the benefits for chestnut farmers of having your product 
accredited.  

Be able to treat chestnuts in different stages of their production chain 
to increase their storability and overall end-product quality. 

Be able to share with other chestnut farmers techniques to increase 
the quality of their chestnuts and chestnut products. 

Duration (in hours) Total duration: 3.0 hours: 

Lessons/learning: 1.0 hour 

Activities: 2.0 hours  

Material Resources Detailed illustrative explanation of the hot-water treatment method 
to get rid of the chestnut weevil. P. 3-5 of 
http://www.centerforagroforestry.org/weevil.pdf . 

Example of a chestnut label that supports the livelihood of local 
farmers in Spain: https://repository.incredibleforest.net/oppla-
factsheet/20266  

Very complete paper that explains the life cycle of the chestnut 
weevils and gives an overview of the different ways to control them: 
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Stefano-Speranza-
2/publication/236233430_Management_of_chestnut_weevil_curcul
io_spp1_insect_key-
pest_in_central_Italy/links/00b7d51ed4fa01fab7000000/Managem
ent-of-chestnut-weevil-curculio-spp1-insect-key-pest-in-central-
Italy.pdf 

 

 

  

http://www.centerforagroforestry.org/weevil.pdf
https://repository.incredibleforest.net/oppla-factsheet/20266
https://repository.incredibleforest.net/oppla-factsheet/20266
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Stefano-Speranza-2/publication/236233430_Management_of_chestnut_weevil_curculio_spp1_insect_key-pest_in_central_Italy/links/00b7d51ed4fa01fab7000000/Management-of-chestnut-weevil-curculio-spp1-insect-key-pest-in-central-Italy.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Stefano-Speranza-2/publication/236233430_Management_of_chestnut_weevil_curculio_spp1_insect_key-pest_in_central_Italy/links/00b7d51ed4fa01fab7000000/Management-of-chestnut-weevil-curculio-spp1-insect-key-pest-in-central-Italy.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Stefano-Speranza-2/publication/236233430_Management_of_chestnut_weevil_curculio_spp1_insect_key-pest_in_central_Italy/links/00b7d51ed4fa01fab7000000/Management-of-chestnut-weevil-curculio-spp1-insect-key-pest-in-central-Italy.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Stefano-Speranza-2/publication/236233430_Management_of_chestnut_weevil_curculio_spp1_insect_key-pest_in_central_Italy/links/00b7d51ed4fa01fab7000000/Management-of-chestnut-weevil-curculio-spp1-insect-key-pest-in-central-Italy.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Stefano-Speranza-2/publication/236233430_Management_of_chestnut_weevil_curculio_spp1_insect_key-pest_in_central_Italy/links/00b7d51ed4fa01fab7000000/Management-of-chestnut-weevil-curculio-spp1-insect-key-pest-in-central-Italy.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Stefano-Speranza-2/publication/236233430_Management_of_chestnut_weevil_curculio_spp1_insect_key-pest_in_central_Italy/links/00b7d51ed4fa01fab7000000/Management-of-chestnut-weevil-curculio-spp1-insect-key-pest-in-central-Italy.pdf
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5.3.4. Chapter 4: Organic chestnut farming a driving force for rural development in 

Europe 

This axis focuses on the many different factors of the organic chestnut sector that can be 

used to boost and improve Europe in many different areas, from heritage to social cohesion 

and tourism. 

 

ECOCHESTNUT Course topic 4.1 

Title Tangible and intangible heritage of European chestnut farming 

EcoChestnut Content 
focus 

The concept of heritage is explained through a technical and detailed 
point of view, before applying said concept to the chestnut sector and 
how chestnuts can contribute to the definition of heritage. The very 
importance of applying this is also examined. This information is 
explained in the sense of natural heritage and cultural heritage, as 
well as tangible and intangible heritage, with several examples 
provided. The possible opportunities that can be undertaken to 
achieve this are also touched upon. 

Learning outcomes and 
objectives 

Identify rural heritage 

Outline local tangible and intangible heritage 

Identify chestnut cultivation as part of cultural heritage 

Identify chestnut tree as part of cultural heritage 

Classify local tangible and intangible heritage 

Select local heritage of chestnut cultivation that could be enhanced 
(tangible and intangible) 

Identify potential social and economic benefits of the local heritage 
of chestnut cultivation 

Participate in various working groups and/or communities working on 
local rural heritage 

Evaluate and review their own appreciation/opinion on local rural 
heritage 

Share with non-specialists chestnut cultivation heritage 

Duration (in hours) Total duration: 4.0 hours: 

Lessons/learning: 1.5 hour 

Activities: 2.5 hours 

Material Resources EU Science Hub – The Qr tree project 
https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/research-topic/forestry/qr-tree-
project/sweet-chestnut 

Short video (Eng.): “Invitation to Dive into Intangible Cultural 
Heritage” will provide you with an overview of all the richness of 
intangible heritage: https://youtu.be/kuTSC9TB5Ds. 
About food heritage: See video of UNESCO “Culture and Food: 
Innovative Strategies for Sustainable Development” 
https://youtu.be/QC-j4bQ5AEg 

  

https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/research-topic/forestry/qr-tree-project/sweet-chestnut
https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/research-topic/forestry/qr-tree-project/sweet-chestnut
https://youtu.be/kuTSC9TB5Ds
https://youtu.be/QC-j4bQ5AEg
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ECOCHESTNUT Course topic 4.2 

Title Organic production of chestnuts, factor of tourist attractiveness for 
a territory 

EcoChestnut Content 
focus 

The touristic potential of chestnut cultivation and activities are 
thoroughly examined.  The module then examines how to apply 
strategies directly to the learner’s practices in order to ensure that 
the touristic potential is achieved. This topic is further expanded 
upon with the establishment of key concepts that should not be 
overlooked. The importance of sustainable tourism is then 
established, with several more direct strategies to achieve this being 
provided. Finally, the risks and challenges of engaging in activities 
designed for touristic potential are examined from a realistic point of 
view. 

Learning outcomes and 
objectives 

Know about chestnut-based tourism activities 

Identify links between local tourism and chestnut heritage 

Know about sustainable tourism 

Identify main tourism destination/attractively in the region 

Identify existing tourism capacity linked with chestnuts groves and 
chestnuts production 

Develop a strategy based on quality for new tourism activity/ies 

Develop local and/or national network of stakeholders around 
tourism project 

Duration (in hours) Total duration: 3.0 hours: 

Lessons/learning: 1.0 hour 

Activities: 2.0 hours 

Material Resources Noll, D., Scott A., Danelutti, C., Sampson J., Galli A., Mancini S., 
Sinibaldi I., Santarossa L., Prvan M., Lang M. (2019). A guide to plan 
and promote ecotourism activities and measure their impacts in 
Mediterranean Protected Areas following the MEET approach. 
DestiMED project, Interreg Med Programme. 

Australian Government or the Minister for the Environment and 
Heritage (2004) Steps to Sustainable tourism: planning a sustainable 
future for tourism, heritage and the environment  

Association APARE (2014) Guide méthodologique pour la mise en 
oeuvre d’opérateurs programmés de valorisation touristique du 
patrimoine culturel (in French) 
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ECOCHESTNUT Course topic 4.3 

Title Organic chestnut farming: a driving force for rural development in 
Europe 

EcoChestnut Content 
focus 

This module examines the concept of landscape, how this can and is 
applied to European chestnut groves and how important it is. It 
follows up by detailing the problems that might directly impact the 
status of a landscape and how these can be addressed. The problems 
that organic chestnut farming might cause on the landscape are also 
addressed. On the other hand, a set of direct strategies are given to 
maximize the potential and benefits of the landscape. 

Learning outcomes and 
objectives 

Understand the concept of landscape. 
Understand the impact of organic chestnut farmers on the 
environment and landscape preservation. 
Analyze the potential and impacts of your activity on the greater 
landscape (technical, financial and human aspects) and on local 
communities. 
Be able to raise awareness about the landscape value of chestnut 
groves in your local area. 

Be able to transfer the theoretical knowledge on the chestnut grove 
and the greater landscape to other stakeholders. 

Duration (in hours) Total duration: 3.0 hours: 

Lessons/learning: 2.0 hour 

Activities: 1.0 hours 

Material Resources ’The contribution of chestnut orchard recovery projects for effective 
area-based conservation: Two cases in Asturias (North-West Spain)’ 
describes an interesting project performed in Spain about the 
restoration of abandoned chestnut groves. The landscape value of 
chestnut groves is described in detail and this project is thus a great 
tool to elaborate on the ecosystem services and other positive spin-
offs of chestnut groves described shortly in this module. Available at: 
https://satoyama-initiative.org/case_studies/the-contribution-of-
chestnut-orchard-recovery-projects-for-effective-area-based-
conservation-two-cases-in-asturias-north-west-spain 

Video clip about the landscape value provided by chestnut groves. 
Only in French available at: https://www.canal-
u.tv/video/canal_uved/4_le_chataignier_arbre_du_paysage.33005 

 

  

https://satoyama-initiative.org/case_studies/the-contribution-of-chestnut-orchard-recovery-projects-for-effective-area-based-conservation-two-cases-in-asturias-north-west-spain/
https://satoyama-initiative.org/case_studies/the-contribution-of-chestnut-orchard-recovery-projects-for-effective-area-based-conservation-two-cases-in-asturias-north-west-spain/
https://satoyama-initiative.org/case_studies/the-contribution-of-chestnut-orchard-recovery-projects-for-effective-area-based-conservation-two-cases-in-asturias-north-west-spain/
https://www.canal-u.tv/video/canal_uved/4_le_chataignier_arbre_du_paysage.33005
https://www.canal-u.tv/video/canal_uved/4_le_chataignier_arbre_du_paysage.33005
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ECOCHESTNUT Course topic 4.4 

Title Organic chestnut farming, a vector of social cohesion 

EcoChestnut Content 
focus 

The concept of social cohesion is established and then explained in 
regard to its connection with the chestnut, by following up with a fully 
detailed explanation of Europe chestnut civilizations, the historical 
background for them and why the chestnut played such a crucial role. 
A particular focus is then given to the Corsican historical background, 
as a prominent chestnut civilization arose from the background due 
to an interesting set of progressions. The module then goes into detail 
regarding the benefits of the creation of a chestnut civilization and 
the many activities and jobs that can rise and that may boost the 
productivity of the chestnut production. 

Learning outcomes and 
objectives 

Understand the concept of social cohesion and how chestnut 
civilizations are a perfect example of this concept. 
Be capable of giving examples from Europe’s chestnut civilizations 
that show how the chestnut cultivation impacted their social-cultural 
norms and values. 
Be capable of explaining how to rebuild the social cohesion in former 
chestnut civilizations. 

Be capable of teaching different stakeholders in former chestnut 
civilizations how their work/activities influence the social cohesion of 
the region. 

Duration (in hours) Total duration: 3.0 hours: 

Lessons/learning: 2.0 hour 

Activities: 1.0 hours 

Material Resources Great article about the resilience of chestnut orchards and their 
social value. http://www.ecologyandsociety.org/vol16/iss2/art5/  

A detailed work on the Italian chestnut culture in the medieval 
period. To access it, you need to subscribe: 
https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/97
80198777601.001.0001/oso-9780198777601-chapter-27  

Video on the chestnut civilisations of Europe 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NWn4IXrHINc 

 

  

http://www.ecologyandsociety.org/vol16/iss2/art5/
https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780198777601.001.0001/oso-9780198777601-chapter-27
https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com/view/10.1093/oso/9780198777601.001.0001/oso-9780198777601-chapter-27
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NWn4IXrHINc
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6. EcoChestnut Trainers: profile 

EcoChestnut trainers are expected to uphold the foundations of the project with solid 

professionalism, providing clear instructions to all learners. To qualify for this category, 

they will need to meet certain criteria that will depend on the topic in question: 

- For all topics inserted in Chapters 1 and 2, trainers will need to have an academic and 

professional background in areas such as agronomy, forestry or others related to 

these (bachelor’s degree or higher). They will also need to be experienced in organic 

planting and chestnut production. 

- For all topics inserted in Chapters 3 and 4, trainers will need to have an academic and 

professional background in areas such as marketing, tourism, management, 

communication or others related to these (bachelor’s degree or higher).  

 

Furthermore, EcoChestnut trainers, in essence, are also representing the project in their 

activities, and as such are expected to provide training with the adequate politeness, 

respect and passion for the contents.  

 

Lastly, guest trainers with a substantial amount of professional experience may be invited 

for practical activities, adding another layer of prestige to the experiences. 
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7.  Discovering the online EcoChestnut course 

The following guidelines should inform trainers on the possibilities offered by the 

EcoChesnut online platform and the way to allow better use of it. 

 

7.1 Guidelines for learners 

The project provides a User guide for Learners, available on the website of the project and 

downloadable in the 6 languages of the project (https://ecochestnut.eu/). This guide allows 

registered learner to understand the structure of the EcoChestnut course and how to 

‘navigate’ on the platform, follow their progress and proceed to self-assessment in a total 

autonomy. 

7.2 Guidelines for trainers 

Once they have register (See part 4), trainers have credentials with which they can log in 

any time they wish on the platform and on all the language versions.  

Registered trainers have a free access to all the course, and more specifically to: 

● 20 topics’ theoretical approach (4 Chapters) 

● The specific learning outcomes of each of these topics 

● The activities proposed to each of these topics 

● Link to a numerous additional useful readings and digital resources 

● The Quiz proposed at the end of each unit 

 

 

 

To find this various material, Trainers will proceed as following: 

 

 

 

 

 

https://ecochestnut.eu/
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1. 4 chapters to expend 

Trainers can expand a lesson to see its various topics or click on its name to open it 

 
 

2. Navigating through one lesson 

Once inside a lesson, trainers can navigate through the whole course from the left 

sidebar and see all lesson contents, then select and click on a topic. 
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3. Visualise the content of each topic 

Each topic has a theoretical content and 2 case studies in form of pdf files that 

can be downloaded. 

Online, for each topic, trainers will have one or two activities proposed. 

 

4. The repository 

EcoChestnut course provides trainers with various useful resources: 

● The useful resources which are used to develop the lesson.  

● To go further, trainers can suggest to learners the additional useful 

resources.  

● The proposed bibliography to complete theoretical knowledge  

Depending on the language version, some additional material may be available in 

only one language. 
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5. The video 

For each topic, as least one video is proposed to illustrate the topic in an attractive 

way.  

 

6. The quiz 

Trainers will find, at the end of each topic, a quiz that can be used by learner for 

self-evaluation. It consists in a series of 10 questions that must be answered right 

for 80% for the topic to be marked as completed. 
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7. The forum 

Trainers can create a Private group in the Forum to communication with the 

learners, creating new ‘topic’. 

Through the Forum they will be able to  

- propose new meeting,  

- assign task,  

- suggest additional readings 

- collect feed-back,  

- provide support, etc. 

Trainers will access to the forum from the main menu. 

To be informed by email for any new answer to their ‘topic’, trainers should check 

the notify box. 
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7.3 Proposed methodology for trainers 

 

Following the experimentation during the pilot phase of the project, partners propose the 

following method to use the course for blended learning.  

Lesson can be made face-to-face or through any well-known online platform available for 

online training (eg. zoom, Webex, etc.). 
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1. Design of the learning pass and selection of the 
topics 

According to their public targets, trainers can select the 
topics proposed by EcoChestnut course. These topics 
have been organized following a specific learning pass 
developed in 4 Chapter, however, trainers can decide to 
focus their training on specific chapters or topics. 

 

2. Start with theory 

Use the theoretical part (PDF to download) to create a 
PowerPoint and present the theory in a pedagogic and 
attractive way. 

 

3. Homework 

Select activities and ask learners to develop them for 
the next session 

Select additional readings and videos to complete 
knowledge 

 

4. Consolidation and evaluation 

During this session, the trainer will 
- review with learners the activities prepared to assess 
new competencies 
- open the discussion to deepen knowledge, exchange 
on practices and experience  
- use the quiz to check and validated new knowledge 

 

5. Use the forum 
Trainer can propose new activities, new reading or new 
course through the Forum.   
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8. Learners certification 

 

If you decide to work in complete autonomy, your effort will be validated by a Certificate 

of completion, automatically if you complete successfully all the self-evaluation 

questionnaires provided at the end of each Lessons. 

 

If you are participating to a face-to-face training or to blended learning sessions, please ask 

your training entity/trainer for the Certification process. 

 


